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An essay on essays prefaces this book, praising the 
literary essay and advocating a comparable form of 
scientific writing as a leavening or antidote to the 
stereotype ofpapers proceeding by Methods-Results- 
Discussion. The terse wisdom and precise word-choise 
of Bacon, or the charm of Lamb, would indeed be 
welcome in the neurosciences, but this book's 
contents exemplify a different and quite worthy 
stereotype, the review. Are literary essays ever multi- 
author, as are half of the present contributions? Two 
of the most effective ssays here are indeed single- 
authored: the first few pages of K. G. Walton's 
account of cyclic necleotides and postynaptic events 
could be a model of literaty workmanship properly 
applied to clear exposition of its subject, combining 
historical insight with some necessary definitions. 
Subsequently, inevitably, documentation supervenes. 
And M. R. Boarder attractively combines an analysis 
of psychological concepts with chemical and meta- 
bolic data in discussing the mode of action of 
hallucinogens, especially oflysergic acid diethylamide. 
The Biochemical Society's 'Essays in Biochemistry' 
which antedate the present series by I 1 years are also 
despite their name broad, didactically-oriented r views 
in which many authors use figures and tables as a 
means of avoiding cumbersome passages of text; a 
necessary distinction from the literary essay and much 
to be encouraged. So also are author and subject 
indexes which are lacking in the present book. It also 
has no running titles or author's names at the head of 
its pages; and as the list of abbrevations and the 
literature references come at the beginning and end of 
each individual essay, lack of this guidance to where 
the beginning and end are located is to be regretted. 
The text is in the main commendably free from petty 
errors, but the abbreviations SIF does not appear in the 
appropriate list and some search is needed to discover 
that it means 'small intensely-fluorescent' (cells). 
The book's subject coverage is commendably broad: 
isolated cerebral preparations, the retina, behavioural 
and clinical subjects are included. 
H. Mcllwain 
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This joint venture by D. J. and C. R. Triggle is 
as welcome now as was its singly-authored (D. J. T.) 
predecessor 'Neurotransmitter-receptor in e actions' 
in 1971. The new volume is not simply an updating of 
the earlier one, but as indicated by the present title, 
the emphasis has appreciably changed. The first 
chapter is now devoted to the structure and function 
of the synapse. In particular, information available 
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